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Spread across 150 acres, Sou. Sushila Danchand Ghodawat Charitable 
Trust’s Sanjay Ghodawat Group of Institutions (SGI) is located in a 
tranquil environment in the middle of heavenly hills and lush green 
fields. The institution seeks to provide world-class education, and has 
become a premier institute catering to the energetic and dynamic minds
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•	 SGI	is	NAAC	‘A’	Grade	
accredited	institute.

•	 All	the	courses	of	
the	Engineering	
and	Management	
Department	have	been	
approved	by	NBA,	New	
Delhi.

•	 SGI	is	ISO	9001:2008	
quality	certified	
institute.

•	 Around	8,000	students	
study	under	the	aegis	of	
SGI	from	KG	to	PG	level.

•	 SGI	consists	of	
Engineering	&	
Management	Colleges,	
International	School,	
Polytechnic,	IIT	and	
Medical	Academy.

•	 Its	facilities	include	
swimming	pool,	stadium	
tennis	court,	skating	
rink,	wi-fi	enabled	
campus,	gymnasium,	
music	academy,	horse	
riding,	etc.

E ducation is imparting to 
students the knowledge 
of immense possibilities, 
and transforming their 

personalities. The goal of right 
education is to bring out students 
out of their comfort zone and dare 
them to bring out their best.

Students are nowadays flooded 
with loads of information; what they 
really need is direction. The role of 
teachers thus becomes integral in 
shaping a child’s future and present, 
and in providing them with the right 
guidance. Teachers can really help 
students distinguish between right 
and wrong, and inspire them to 
find their true potential. They can 
teach them about the  right values 
and principles, which will help them 
grow as prominent individuals who 
can make a difference in this world.

Sanjay Ghodawat Group of 
Institutions is one such place which 
has the right environment, the 
right facilities, the right academics, 
teachers and experts who can engage 
a student in constructive learning 
activities that can bring out and 
foster the leaders in him or her. This 
institute is totally committed to give 
the very best of all fundamentals  
in academics.

Mr. Sanjay Ghodawat, a very 
promising leader, has laid the 
foundation of this integrated campus 
with a motto of inculcating quality 
education among the students. The 
Institution has  departments of 
Engineering and Management, and  
also has an International School.

SGI stands for excellent 
performance. In the world where it 
is a common place to see mediocrity 
as the order of the day, SGI always 
stands as the guiding star of 
brilliance, quality and deliverance 
beyond expectations. Innovativeness 
and Creativity are the hallmarks of 
a genius enterprise, and SGI stands 
to be a stage where these qualities 
would be nurtured, encouraged and 
blossomed. Inner re-engineering 
towards a proactive outlook, 
courage to convert challenges into 
opportunities and an unyielding 
spirit with never-say-die attitude are 
expected from students, staff and 
management who are present in the 

grand precincts of the Institution. 
The genius is incomplete without 
the sense of social responsibility 
and SGI’s ultimate goal remains 
the development of an attitude of 
gratitude that freely gives back 
without expectations.

Mr. Sanjay Ghodawat, as a 
responsible citizen, strongly believes 
in reciprocation to the society. 
In 1996, he founded a charitable 
Trust in the name of his mother 
‘Sou. Sushila Danchand Ghodawat 
Charitable Trust’. Besides, he has 
contributed to a number of social 
initiatives including a building for a 
blind school in Miraj, an operation 
hall at Siddhivinayak Hospital, Miraj, 
organized plastic surgery camps 
sponsored by Ichalkaranji Rotary 
Club at Ichalkaranji, where over 500 
surgeries are done every year, and has 
set up an eye hospital. In 2001, he 
started a Blood Bank by the name 
‘Acharya Shree Tulsi Blood Bank’ at 
Udgaon (Jaysingpur) equipped with 
sophisticated laboratory equipment, 
and has been rated as one of the 
best three blood banks in India. Mr. 
Ghodawat also started a Junior Girls 
College in 2007, educating over 1,700 
girls and is now planning to start a 
Dental and Nursing College, Diploma 
courses and Pharmacy College.

Sanjay Ghodawat Group of 
Institutions has a remarkable logo 
with a shield like shape bearing five 
stars and the symbol of the Sun. 
The logo has an aura of excellence 
and richness in its presentation. The 
shield stands for the defense of great 
moral force that nature contains in 
it. The five stars that are on the 
top of the logo stand for five great 
values of commitment, excellence, 
innovation, dynamism and morality. 
The symbol of the Sun portrays 
the supremacy of the institution. 
The red colour expresses the 
commitment that the institution has 
towards the society in providing the  
best education.
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